The Clarkstown Country Club: A Memoir
by Julie Winslett, a former college English instructor and the author, most recently, of
Love and Murder Off the Grid, a mystery novel set in Taos, New Mexico. She has always
considered Nyack her hometown.
MANY OF US OWE WHAT WE BECOME in our lives to the influence of

early encounters. I teach English at a military college and assign a remembered
event essay to my freshman classes. Some students write about how basic
training changed them. Others write about tragedies they have dealt with—
parents divorcing, accidents, the death of a sibling—and how these events
have shaped them. For others, it’s a relationship with someone. I find essays
on grandparents the most touching. But when I review my own remembered
events, I see that one of the most powerful encounters in my life was not with
an event or a person, but with a place. For a short time in the 1950s, I lived in
Nyack, New York, on what had once been a fabulous estate run by Dr. Pierre
Bernard, an enigmatic cult leader and tantric yogi. In Bernard’s heyday, the
rich and talented, a couple of Vanderbilts among them, flocked to study yoga
and spirituality under him. He was immensely popular in certain circles and
notorious in others. His past was shadowy, and rumors of fraud and other
hanky-panky dogged him throughout his life. Whether he was the genuine
article or a charlatan can never be known, but what is known is that his tremendous charisma helped him accumulate great wealth and power, which he
enjoyed for more than two decades. When World War II broke out, however,
Bernard’s fortunes began to change. Over the succeeding years, membership
in his enterprises declined, his holdings gradually shrank, and he ended up
living alone on his one remaining estate, the Clarkstown Country Club. By
the time we arrived on the scene, years of neglect had worn the gloss off the
place, but its spirit remained intact, at least for me. Like great art or great
scenery, the Clarkstown Country Club made a deep impression on me that
has lasted undimmed throughout my life and, in some cases, has been the filter
through which I have perceived things. I was lucky to have been exposed at
an impressionable age to something so foreign to my middle-class background.
Sometimes I wonder what my interior world would be like had I not met the
Clarkstown Country Club.
The CCC, as it was called, sat on a hill overlooking the Hudson River. I
don’t know why it was called country club exactly, because it had never really
been one in the traditional sense, and it certainly wasn’t one during the time
my family rented a house there. My parents had never heard of it when they
answered the ad for a house rental in the local paper, but its name promised
something pleasant, and they, my brother, and I went off to look at it full of
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high hopes. Our hopes began to fade, however, as we turned into the property.
Up the drive, a half-timbered mansion, large and blank, occupied a weedy hillside extending across several acres to a long line of partially uprooted fir trees
leaning against a perimeter wall. There were no signs of habitation—no flowerbeds, no potted plants, no chairs on the terrace, no people. The house seemed
quite ordinary, as mansions go, except for the fact that part of it was built over
the driveway. There was also no front door. I remember feeling a slight thrill
when I saw the little driveway tunnel. Its quirkiness suggested the possibility
of other oddities lurking on the far side.
My parents paused. It seemed intrusive to drive right through someone’s
house, but, then, there was the problem of no door to inquire at. Feeling a bit
uncomfortable, we proceeded through.
Behind the mansion, a row of vacant buildings sagged along the drive.
They overlooked an abandoned park whose fallen trees lay like sunken hulks
across the walkways and grassy stretches. To the right, the rusting frame of an
erstwhile solarium stood ankle deep in shattered glass. A stupendous copper
beech nearby shaded overgrown lawns and a swimming pool filled with debris.
In the park, choking vines made a mock topiary of a barbecue chimney, while
rhododendron run amok hid a grotto at the far end. In the middle of a field
between the grotto and the chimney, a headless concrete dinosaur sat quietly
crumbling toward its feet.
We had stumbled into a death scene. What had once been a magnificent
estate filled with life and purpose was now a forlorn collection of decaying
buildings and unkempt grounds. And yet it was not without its charm. Like
castle ruins and certain sections of ancient cities, there was something romantic, almost seductive, about it and we began to succumb.
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We had never lived in conventional places, no doubt because my parents were not conventional people. My father was an artist from Montana.
My mother was Welsh, a scholar, and an English teacher. Both she and my
father were cultivated and well-informed, and their unusual backgrounds gave
them an odd mix of gentility and Bohemianism that the seedy elegance of the
Clarkstown Country Club suited perfectly. They decided to rent the house.
The house was called the Music Box Cottage. It stood between the skeletal remains of the solarium and a clock tower that housed a huge bell. The
house was stucco and had leaded casement windows and French doors opening onto narrow wrought iron balconies. The interior had some odd features.
In the living room, a swinging door was cut in the middle of one of the floorto-ceiling bookcases that flanked the fireplace. A full bath off the living room
contained a floor-to-ceiling mirror completely surrounded by big naked light
bulbs, suggesting theatrical activity of some sort. A curious five-foot-high niche
was carved into one of the living room walls. The upstairs master bedroom
was built around the chimney shaft, which took up so much of the middle of
the room that there was very little space left for any kind of logical furniture
arrangement. In the master bath everything was built in—dressing table with
more theatrical light bulbs, floor-to-ceiling dresser drawers, closet—all in a
lovely chestnut. The plumbing was circa 1930. Along one wall, a marvelous
claw-footed behemoth of a bathtub beckoned one to soak in its amplitude.
I think it was the living room that drew my parents to the house. It was
charming with its casement windows, French doors, balcony, and fireplace.
The entire house seemed to be built around some obscure mystical idea that
came together in this room. For one thing, the niche in the wall resembled

The Music Box Cottage,
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the niches that house statues of saints in Catholic churches. It clearly wanted
some object of worship to occupy it, but the closest we would come was to put
our television set there. It was the fireplace, though, that gave the most overt
expression to the mystical feel of the place. Above a large firebox, an oak beam
reached across the chimney, which was completely faced from floor to ceiling
in tiles. The area below the mantel was tiled in a glittering cobalt blue, while
the area above was matte green and yellow with an orange border. The lower
tiles were gorgeous, but it was the upper tiles that drew one’s attention, for in
their center sat a large orange ankh.
Good Lord,” my startled parents exclaimed when they first saw the ankh.
“What on earth is that doing there?”
While tolerant and, at times, delighted by quirky things, my parents were
also wary of the strange. They took a dim view of what they regarded as phony
mysticism, a symbol of which, in their opinion, now dominated our living
room. They slew the ankh with witty comments and derision, but it continued to live for me. It gazed down on the room, silent, enigmatic, impossible to
ignore, a pagan presence suggesting forbidden mysteries beyond the church.
I avoided looking directly at it. Why was it there? Who were the people who
had fashioned it and for whom it had meaning? We were in their space now.
The thought made me shiver.
My parents hid the ankh behind an enormous and handsome world
map whose blue oceans reflected perfectly the deeper blue of the lower tiles.
Aesthetic harmony had been achieved and, more important for me, the ankh
was no longer visible. But I knew it was there, and its exotic atmosphere
persisted, suggesting something once deeply embraced, now abandoned and
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unknown. In fact, this atmosphere permeated the whole estate, which exuded
melancholy and ghostliness, with a whiff of the occult.
My father was never one to allow neglect to hold sway and, although
we were only renting our house, he nonetheless made repairs and improved
the property. He freed the rose garden from the brambles, cut fallen trees for
firewood, and painted and repaired the house. This had quite an effect on our
landlord, a semi-invalid who, up to this point, had spent most of his time holed
up in the mansion. We knew very little about him other than that his name was
Dr. Pierre Bernard. As my father brought some dignity back to the place, Dr.
Bernard seemed to gain a new lease on life. Over the next few months, he had
the park cleared of all the fallen trees and began to have the grass mowed regularly. In gratitude for my father’s work, he let us clean and fill the swimming
pool for our use and allowed my father to use a large, bright room in the bell
tower building next door as a studio. He began to emerge from the mansion to
sit under the elms on fine days and from time to time would engage my parents
in conversation. My parents didn’t regard him as anything particularly special
until they began hearing strange tales from Nyack locals about him and his
former life.
“I heard from the guy at the hardware store that this place used to be
some kind of love cult,” my father told us at dinner one evening. We were all
ears. “The old man was some sort of guru to the rich and famous. Yoga stuff.
He had a bunch of elephants. That dinosaur statue out in the field was in the
middle of a big pool where they took a dip. He housed them in that big barn at
the back of the property. There were all sorts of shenanigans going on—circuses, rituals, orgies, abortions, police raids, even murder.”
We were electrified. This information conjured up all sorts of lurid scenes
set amid the seedy buildings and grounds, which our imaginations now refurbished to their former splendor. It was hard, though, to picture Dr. Bernard as
the founder of such a splendid establishment. He looked quite ancient to me, of
course. He was bald and moved stiffly, and because he was so stooped, it was
hard to tell how tall he had been when young, but he seemed short. He had a
weak voice and mushed his words so that it was difficult for me to understand
what he was saying. Even when engaged in conversation, he had an unfocused
look and didn’t seem to be in the present. Try as we might, we could not make
our imaginations refurbish him to the glory of his supposed former state.
Over the next months, we heard more about Dr. Bernard and his many
enterprises. We heard that he had owned many estates in the Nyacks and had
built the Clarkstown Country Club. We were told he was now land-rich and
cash-poor and that the CCC was all he had left. We heard more about the
circus, which he had housed and showcased on the estate grounds. He had
been an avid sports fan and had built a baseball stadium and owned a baseball
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team. He had also built a dog track and had promoted a famous prize fight that
my father remembered. He had also been president of a bank and a member of
several boards in Rockland County. He was best known, however, as a teacher
and lecturer on yoga and Vedic principles, and most of his other enterprises
were done in pursuit of this brand of Eastern spirituality. It was said that he
had acquired his vast wealth and property using his prowess as a Svengali to
pry money from his rich female devotees, all of whom were besotted by him.
We also heard that his real name was Peter Coon (not true), that he had been a
barber in Chicago (also not true), and that he had never finished high school.
So much conflicting information circulated about Dr. Bernard that my
parents really didn’t know what to make of him. I remember them howling
with laughter when they heard that he was called Oom, the Omnipotent. That
fit well with the local notion that he had been the depraved leader of an evil
cult. But my elderly piano teacher, a no-nonsense Teutonic type, who had lived
in the mansion for several years during its heyday, emphatically pooh-poohed
any such idea. She claimed that the Clarkstown Country Club had been a wonderful place where artists came to work, play, and find spiritual meaning
in their lives.
I have the impression that it was important to Dr. Bernard that my
parents should know who he had been and regard him as an illustrious person. To this end, he would invite them over for talks that, unfortunately, left
them supremely unimpressed. He gave them a book called Life at the Clarkstown
Country Club, which described in detail the CCC’s philosophical underpinnings,
its program, and its physical plant. It was filled with pictures of the beautiful
buildings and magnificent grounds that had belonged to Bernard. There were
pictures of sophisticated people in glorious garb managing to look both vigorous and serene as they went about their exercises or performed
their original theatrical works.
“This is much more than a country club,” I read in Life. “It provides
every form of country life enjoyment and at the same time offers facilities
for the further development of the individual, a ‘new deal’ in both mind and
body. Here the ideal is expressed in terms of balanced living, in contrast to the
‘lop-sided’ development so current in these days. Through all the Club’s varied
activities (like beads strung on a thread), runs the central idea of a more intelligent and joyous way of life.”
The central idea, of course, was Vedic yoga, a subject on which Dr.
Bernard was supposed to be a leading expert. Emphasizing the importance
of exercise, education, the arts, and the “psycho-physical” aspects of physical
training, Life illustrated convincingly, in pictures and text, how the Clarkstown
Country Club had fulfilled its attempt “to translate the business of living into
an art.” Although most people reading this today would not find it in the least
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exotic, it struck my parents in those days as strange and phony, and they privately dismissed the whole enterprise with some of their choicest bon mots.
In addition to Life, Dr. Bernard showed my parents many testimonials
from well-respected international figures. The likes of Francis Yeats-Brown,
Dr. Charles Francis Potter, and Sir Paul Dukes, who wrote that “Bernard’s
insight into the true meaning of the ancient Sanskrit texts is that of a master;
his exposition of them a delight. . . . Bernard has all the earmarks of genius.
He is the greatest authority in this country on yoga teaching and practice.
. . . Bernard . . . strikes the high note of devotion to the human ideal. . . .
Membership in the Clarkstown Country Club [is] an inestimable privilege.”
My parents were astonished by these accolades. By this time, they had
had several conversations with Dr. Bernard and had found him to be an
unprepossessing sort who used bad grammar to deliver crude observations.
Never without an unlit cigar clamped between his teeth, he spat copiously,
often, and everywhere. My mother was especially scandalized by his disregard
for the oriental carpets under his (and any guest’s) feet. She was also piqued
by his assumption that she and my father could be taken in by his claim to
be the grandson of the great Claude Bernard, proof of which he bolstered by
hanging an imposing portrait of this “grandfather” behind his desk. How were
they to reconcile all those testimonials with their perception of Bernard as a
vulgar man with no obvious intellectual or spiritual gifts whatsoever? In the
end, they sided with their instincts and regarded Dr. Bernard as a complete
charlatan and the Clarkstown Country Club a playground for the rich and
silly. The only mystery for them was how, with so little to recommend him
physically or intellectually, Oom, the Omnipotent, had managed to bamboozle
so many sophisticated people!

Mother and Trigger at the door
to the studio
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Yet, it is possible that, in their assessment of Oom and the Clarkstown
Country Club, my parents missed something nonetheless valid and deep,
the evidence for which lay within the old buildings. Although moribund, the
Clarkstown Country Club was still an enchanted place when I lived there, and
I fell under its influence. In my spellbound wanderings, I felt unseen presences, most notably that of Dr. Bernard, whose spirit was palpable everywhere.
The silent, locked buildings held a special fascination for me. Despite their
eeriness, I wanted to know them and would try in vain to see through windows but was always thwarted by the interior gloom. Our house had old-fashioned door locks, and I got the idea that a skeleton key might work on them.
I bought a key at the local hardware store and tried it on my bedroom door. It
worked. I decided to try it on other locks on the estate and chose the building
adjoining my father’s studio first because I could gain entry through the studio
without being seen from the grounds.
Apprehensive and exhilarated, I let myself in my father’s studio and went
to the door that led into the building. I put the key into the lock and turned
it. There was an answering click. I took a deep breath, pushed the door open,
and stepped into a large room whose walls were completely lined with books.
The light from a row of dingy windows fell on deep couches and easy chairs.
A woman’s fur wrap hung over the arm of one of the chairs. An open gazetteer lay on a table. A player piano, covered with music rolls, stood in a corner.
There was a stage and a projection room. A projector sat with a reel of film on
it. The atmosphere was alive, expectant. It was as though someone had just a
moment before risen from his seat and stepped out. I wandered about for some
time in a trance-like state, unaware that I was in the presence of one of the
world’s greatest collections of Sanskrit, rare books, and literature on eastern
mysticism. I came across a staircase and went upstairs to see what was there.
Unlike the main floor, it was all in ruin—an expanse of waterlogged flooring
surrounded by small cubicles. Everything was covered with excrement from
the pigeons that flew in through holes in the roof. The atmosphere was alien
and unfriendly, and I quickly returned to the enchantment of the library,
where I pondered my next move. Exploring the mansion would be the ultimate
experience and though, unlike the library, people actually lived in it, I decided
to give it a try.
There were only three people living in the mansion at the time: Dr.
Bernard, his secretary, and a very old lady. I had encountered the old lady
a few times as she sat on the ground like an old doll, fretfully pursuing the
hopeless task of weeding miles of overgrown brick walkways. She had lived at
the CCC for decades she told me and her conversation was filled with regret
for the lost old days when everything had been meticulously manicured. She
seemed lucid whenever I talked with her, so it was rather disturbing when she
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told my mother one day that she was being held prisoner at the CCC and that
they were cruel to her. My mother was worried. Was the old lady mad, she
wondered, or was this an echo from the past? A few weeks later we realized
that we hadn’t seen the old lady for some time. My mother asked Dr. Bernard’s
secretary how she was. She was now bedridden, the secretary said. After that,
we never saw or heard of her again.
Dr. Bernard’s secretary, Doris Nelson, was of Scandinavian descent, an
elegant blond in her thirties, tall and very good looking, yet odd and silent.
There was a lot of speculation among the other tenants on the estate over the
exact nature of her contract with Dr. Bernard, but everyone agreed that our
landlord did not look as though he were in any condition to perform Don
Juanian feats, no matter how attractive his secretary was.
My parents didn’t know what to make of Doris. She was always at
Bernard’s side but didn’t seem to interact with him or anyone else who happened to be around. She would sit near him, her eyes not focusing on anything
in particular, never reacting to anything that was said, seldom making any
comment. It was a real mystery why such an attractive woman would lead so
sequestered a life. My dad, who tried to find an explanation for everything,
concluded that Doris was dumb.
I had no idea which rooms the trio occupied, but, for some reason (which
amazes me now), the idea of encountering them inside the house did not worry
me much. On a quiet afternoon, I let myself in through a side door and proceeded to creep around the house—down stairs, up stairs, along halls, and in
and out of rooms. The atmosphere was hushed, like a museum after closing
time. This was a house of greatness, an art deco masterpiece, filled with elegant objets and furniture. Oriental carpets covered floors of Spanish tile. Huge
windows opened onto terraces overlooking sweeping lawns. A marvelous
staircase and banister offset by lovely wall lamps graced a lobby where murals
with mystical themes covered the walls. Unusual fountains were built into
corners. In the basement, I recognized the Rathskeller, a lively gathering spot
featured in Life. With its tables set with silver and glassware, it looked ready to
come alive at an instant’s notice. Upstairs, charming bedrooms awaited guests.
Unlike the estate’s exterior, all was perfection inside. It seemed impossible that
the house had not been occupied by more than three people for many years. I
had managed to tour most of the place before approaching footsteps sent me
running in panic through the house looking for an exit. I fled undetected out
an unlocked terrace door.
Having successfully committed two acts of trespass, I boldly continued
my career in breaking and entering. One of my favorite spots was a garage that
housed a fabulous limousine from the ’20s or ’30s. I’d take my friends there,
and we’d play for hours in the limo, snuggling under a dusty fur rug while pre-
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tending to sip gin from the silver flasks we found secured behind satin elastic
bands.
My tours left me with the certainty that, whatever the truth was about
Dr. Bernard, either he or those close to him must have been people of substance and taste. In its beauty, eloquence, and spiritual ambiance, which years
of neglect had failed to obscure, the Clarkstown Country Club was a testament
to someone’s genius, and I believe that genius probably belonged to Bernard’s
ex-wife, Blanche DeVries, whom I knew little about at the time. She and
Bernard had divorced years before, and she now lived at the Moorings, one
of Bernard’s former estates on the Hudson. Conversations I’ve had over the
years with people who were not part of the Clarkstown Country Club, but
who knew DeVries (as she was called by everyone), have convinced me that,
despite whatever else she may or may not have been (and there are stories suggesting dishonesty and carelessness), she was most certainly the genuine article
when it came to mastery of and commitment to yoga. Certainly, her extraordinary agility and youthfulness in extreme old age as compared to Bernard’s
decrepitude strongly supports the idea that she practiced what he preached.
I am sure that it was her artistic talent and genuine commitment to yoga that
turned the Clarkstown Country Club into a living expression of that way of
life.
I met DeVries only once during the time we lived at the Clarkstown
Country Club, but I saw her several times in town, and she left an indelible
impression on me. She was stunning, a woman with a radiant physical and
spiritual presence. I remember glimpsing her from a bus years later, when she
was very old, and admiring her still exquisite posture, her jet-black hair pulled
back in an elegant chignon, and her bright red lipstick. Her aura ballooned out
in all directions, filling the street. She eclipsed everyone.
Our sojourn at the Clarkstown Country Club lasted three years. It was
a marvelous time, but there was always the feeling that it couldn’t last. Dr.
Bernard became increasingly frail. When he told us that he had made an
agreement with the Nyack Missionary Institute (now Nyack College) to take
possession of the estate after his time, we knew that we would be moving soon.
I remember the sadness I felt whenever I allowed myself to think about leaving this wonderful place. Who after me would listen to the whisperings of its
strange and glamorous past? As the months went on, we saw less and less of
Dr. Bernard. Sometimes I would see Doris helping him out to the elms where
he would sit, bent over, swaddled in a shawl. Another very old man, a tenant
in one of the other buildings, often appeared in the park at this time, as well.
He had held a lofty position in Russia in his younger days but had wound up a
displaced person after World War II. Now, very frail, he drifted quietly about
the park in a long white duster, a lonely figure from another time. Despite his
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foreignness, he seemed peculiarly at home in this setting. Like Dr. Bernard
and the Clarkstown Country Club itself, he was beyond the eminence he had
known, his identity lost, his future an existence out of context.
Eventually, Dr. Bernard stopped coming out to the park. A few weeks
later, we were told that he had died. He was given an impressive funeral,
where, to my parents’ consternation, respected and well-known public figures
reaffirmed the notion that he had, indeed, been a towering intellectual and
great spiritual guide who had had a major impact on many lives. Years later, the deathbed scene in Zorba, the Greek, reminded me of the Clarkstown
Country Club after Bernard’s funeral. Before he died, the Missionary Institute
was waiting to take over the estate and I knew that when it did all vestiges of
the estate’s former grandeur and meaning would disappear. After his death,
a well-attended auction was held in the main salon of the mansion, where I
watched with dismay as strangers walked away with items I remembered from
my clandestine tour. The estate was picked clean. My parents participated in
this orgy and acquired a beautiful cut crystal rose bowl, a bedroom suite, a pair
of porcelain lamps, and an exotic ottoman, four feet in diameter and upholstered in black leather. Many a seeker had meditated upon it. Now our dogs
would dream there.
The Missionary Institute took over the estate and gave my parents a year
in which to find another place to live. One day, while we were still living there,
my mother and I were going to town in the car. As we approached the driveway tunnel, I glanced at the back windows of Dr. Bernard’s office and saw
him at his old station on the far side of the room looking out across the lawns
toward the river. As we drove through the mansion, I told my mother what I
had seen. A third of the way down the drive by now, she stopped the car and
we turned to look. The familiar figure was standing motionless at the window,
his gaze fixed on the river. He was not there when we returned.
All that was over sixty years ago. Oom, the Omnipotent, and his shenanigans have been mostly forgotten. The physical things linking me to the
Clarkstown Country Club are mostly gone now, too. The bedroom suite was
sold at a yard sale after my mother died. The lamps were broken by some movers. Our Gordon Setter ate the ottoman. The rose bowl managed to survive,
though, and is a lovely reminder of my former home. As for the Clarkstown
Country Club itself, there are few things left to suggest its past. The park now
lies under pavement and parked cars. All traces of the old gardens and fountains, the brick walks, the solarium, and the pool are gone. Even the copper
beech is gone. The mansion is a dormitory and one can no longer drive through
it. A field house stands where the dinosaur was. The Music Box Cottage is
sans balconies, French doors, and casement windows. Just a box. Ironically,
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though, the Clarkstown Country Club continues as a center for people on a
spiritual quest, but western mysticism guides the way now.
When I lived at the CCC, I was too young to comprehend the club’s original mission or the eastern philosophy upon which it was based, but the magnificence and haunting magic of the place left an impression that has remained
with me throughout my life. I became comfortable with its symbols and I
appreciated its philosophy. It opened me to other forms of spirituality and to
tolerance for people seeking answers. It helped me develop an eye for beauty.
Most of all, it gave me an awareness of life’s possibilities.
Although I cannot physically return to the Clarkstown Country Club
I knew, every once-in-a-while I go there in my mind. I tour the grounds and
linger at the old haunts. It is summer and the fireflies are thick in the park. In
the deep twilight, I stand on the drive facing my house. The lights are on and
through the open French doors I see a flash of blue. It is the blue of the tiles,
the blue of the map. And behind the map lies a field of green and yellow. And
in its center lives an orange ankh. May it be so forever.

The clubhouse drive from
the archway
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